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Abstract

Using the OSIRIS facility* mass-separated samples containing

Sb and Sn have been prepared* and 8-spectra in coincidence with

different ygates have been recorded. Total decay energies and mass

excesses are deduced for these isotopes. The total binding energy of

the doubly-closed shell nuclide cQSn
82

 1S compared to Hartree-Fock cal-

culations using different sets of parameters of the Skyrme effective

interaction. The predictions are 2.4 to 3.8 MeV off. This puts doubts

on the reliabily of calculations of nuclear properties far off the sta-

bility valley carried out with these sets of parameters.

RADIOACTIVITY 1 3 2Sb. 1 3 2Sn. measured 3-spectra. deduced

total 3-decay energies* and mass excesses» Sn. deduced total

binding energy. Comparison with Hartree-Fock calculations. Mass-

separated fission products.

*) and Chalmers University of Technology» Göteborg, Sweden
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Fig 1. Chart of i d e n t i f i e d nuclides ind ica t ing the ni ' ides

Ca. Ca. N i . and Pb used in determining
u0,

the parameters of the Skyrme effective interaction2'4).

Sn and the predicted superheavy nuclidesThe nuctide

114 11<+. and 126 are also shown in the figure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in

self-consistent calculations of nuclear properties: binding

energies» deformation energies» fission thresholds» etc. ).

Of special interest in these calculations are the masses of closed-

shell nuclei. Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations of super-heavy elements

using the Skyrme effective interaction SIII have been carried out»

treating these elements as doubly-closed shell nuclei )-

In the HF-calculations an analytic effective interaction con-

taining six parameters is introduced. These have been chosen to give

a good overall agreement with experimental total binding energies»

single particle energies» and electron scattering data for the magic

nuclei 1 6O, 4 0Ca, 48Ca, 5 6Ni. 9 0Zr, and 2 0 8 P b 2 ' 4 ) . The position

of the doubly-closed shell nuctides in the nuclidic chart is shown

in Fig. 1. The important nuclide ' Sn built up of two major closed

shells seems to provide an excellent check point for testinq thp vali-

dity of the model.

The isotope-separator facility OSIRIS )»connected to the

k2-0 reactor at Studsvik» produces some 200 nuclides» among these

Sn. The mass excess of this nuclide is deduced in the present

work by adding measured mass differences in the decay chain
132Sn(40 sec) > 132Sb(2.8 min) • 132Te(78 h) to the known mass

excess of 1 3 2Te (-85.200+0.005 HeV) 1 8 a).

The experimental technique is outlined in Section 2» and

the details of the Q^-value measurements of Sn and Sb are

described in Section 3. Finally» in Section A the experimental bin-

ding energy of Sn is compared with HF calculations using different

parameters of the Skyrme effective interaction " ) and the mass

excesses of Sb and Sn are compared with predictions from some

recent mass formulae 18b-18d, 19,
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

2.1 Experimental procedure

The Sn nuclidtf is produced by thermal-neutron induced

fission of U enclosed in the ion source of the isotope separator.

The recoiling fission fragnents are caught in graphite, diffuse to the

surface, evaporate and. f i na l l y , get ionized and separated in the appa-

ratus. The ion beam corresponding to mass 132 is then led through a

vacuum tube to a tape system which transports the sample to the Q -

spectrometer. This consists of a system of Si(Li)-dettctors for 6 de-

tection and a Ge(Li)-detector for y detection. Th<> main Si (Li )-detector

is cut in such a way that the 3-particles from a sample w i l l see a

sensitive depth up to 23 nrai. which corresponds to the range of electrons

of energy about 10 MeV. An anti-coincidence system containing two

Si(Li)-detectors surrounding the main detector is used to remove events

with 6-particles scattering out from the main detector. A detailed

description of the system w i l l be givi?n in ref. ).

2.2 Data AnaLysis

The pulse distributions coincident with different y-gates

were analyzed by means of a computer prog-am in order to determine

the end-points of the energy spectra from a Fermi-Kurie (FK) plot.

In a f i r s t step the pulse distr ibution is transformed to an electron

dist r ibut ion, and in a second step the FK parameter (N/pWF) is cal-

culated where N is the transformed electron intensity, p and W are

the re la t iv is t i c electron momentum and energy, respectively, and F

is the Fermi function. A weighted linear f i t to these points gives

the Ep3x and» by adding the level-energy, the total 3-decay energy

was deduced.

For the Si (Li)-detector both the energy calibration ci.rve and the

response function were determined using the '' Bi conversion electron

spectrum. The linearity and eff icienc/ of tht1 system were checked

with 106Rh. which has E™3* = 3.54+0.01 MeV. A detailed description of
20

the procedure wi l l be given elsewhere ).

3. RESULTS

In this section details of the ts-y coincidence measurements

leading to Q -values for J Sb and Sn are described. The decays

of these isotopes have been studied at OSIRIS by Kerek et al. ).
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Fig 2. Fermi-Kurie plot of the B-spectrum corresponding to the

812 keV gate. The depopulation of the level 2487 keV

in Te» via the 817 keV y~ray is shown as an insert.

3.0
E(MeV)

Fig 3. Fermi-Kurie plot of the 3-spectrum corresponding to the

989 keV gate» which depopulates the level at 2764 keV

in Te. The y-cascade depopulating the level is

shown as an insert.
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3.1 The decay of 2.8 min 132
Sb

Two isomers of Sb have been reported ' *"). An 8 -isomer

with a half-life of 4.2 min is only produced directly in fission.

A 4 -isomer with a half-life of 2.8 min is. in addition» produced in

the decay of Sn. As the aim was to deduce the mass excess of Sn

the experiment was concentrated on the determination of the Qg- value

for the 2.8 min isomer.

In the experiment 6-spectra in coincidence with nine different

y-gates were recorded. All the y~lines used as gates depopulate levels

directly fed in the 8-decay of Sb. In addition» a gross B-spectrum

was recorded. Three of the gates were measured twice. The results are

summarized in Table 1. Details of the level scheme are found in ref. ).

From the gross spectrum and the spectra gated at 697 keV and at

974 keV we conclude that Kerek et al. ) have overestimated the ^-feeding

of the level at 1671 keV. This is probably due to the fact that the
132line 697 keV is found in both isomers of Sb. This may easily lead to

uncertainties in thi intensity determinations.

Fermi-Kune plots of the e-spectra corresponding to the gates

817 keV and 989 keV are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The main result of the present measurement is that the total

en

Sb are:

B-decay energy and the mass excess (ME) for the 2.8 min isomer of
132

Qu = 5.53 + 0.07 MeV
M

ME = -79.67 ± 0.07 MeV

Within limits of error the present determination of the Q value
21 P

agrees the reported result 5.6 + 0.2 MeV ).

3.2 The decay of 132
Sn

132fThe half-life of Sn is 40 s, and 100 1 of the »'-particles

feed the level of 1324.3 keV decaying to the 2.8 min isomer of 1 3 2Sb ).

The end-point of the B-branch is reported to be 1.7 t 0.2 MeV ). The

three y-lines 246.7 keV. 898.5 keV, and 1238.8 keV depopulate the level.
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Table 1

Q -determinations for 2.8 min 132Sb

Gate
energy
(keV)

-

697

974

636

817

989

989

1093

1093

1213

1436

1152

1152

Level
(keV)

1671

1671

1671

2410

2487

2764

2764

2867

2867

2884

3211

3562

3562

Range of fit
(MeV)

2.91-3.88

2.54-3.35

2.54-3-35

1.56-2.69

1.24-2.88

1.61-2.61

1.43-2.79

1.19-2.48

0.98-2.52

0.76-2.30

0.76-1.87

0.76-1.95

0.50-1.80

4.02

3.58

3.52

2.91

3.01

2.76

2.85

2.90

2.75

2.43

2.14

2.16

2.00

_max

(IteV)

± 0.38

± 0.59

± 0.63

± 0.23

+ 0.12

+ 0.24

± 0.15

± 0.33

+ 0.26

* 0.32

i 0.22

+ 0.26

t 0.30

Q

5.69

5.25

5.19

5.32

5.50

5.52

5.61

5.77

5.62

5.36

5.35

5.72

5.56

g-value
(MeV)

± 0.38

± 0.59
+ 0.63

+ 0.28

+ 0.12

+ 0.24

± 0.15

± 0.33

i 0.26

± 0.32

± 0.22

± 0.26

± 0.30

Weighted mean 5.53 + 0.07
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Fig 4. Fermi-Kurie plot of the B-spectrum corresponding to the

899 keV gate» which depopulates the level at 1324 keV
-ITT

in 2.8 min Sb. A part ial level scheme is shown as

insert.

Table 2

E^-determinations for Sn

Gate energy
(keV)

247

899

899

899

1238

Weighted mean

Range of fit
(MeV)

0.97-1.62

0.63-1.66

0.56-1.65

G.47-1.63

0.63-1.66

vHe\

1.81 +

1.74 •.

1.79 J

1.88 i

1.74 i

1.76 i

<

/)

0.15

0.05

0.13

0.16

0.10

0.04
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and they have all been used as ygates. The 899 keV gate was measured

three times. The experimental results are collected in Table 2 giving

the weighted mean value 1.76 • 0.04 MeV for the fc> end-point energy.

132
The resulting Q -value and the mass excess for Sn are:

Q, = 3.08 ± 0.04 MeV
P

ME = - 76.59 • 0.08 MeV

A Fermi-Kurie plot of the 6~spectrum corresponding to the gate

at 898-5 keV is shown in Fig. 4.

4. DISCUSSION

The deduced mass excesses of Sb and J Sn are compared with

mass predictions ' ) in Table 3. It is not possible to draw any con-

clusion about the validity of these semi-empirical mass formulae from

the mass excesses in the 132 mass chain. Such conclusions based on an

extensive amount of experimental data will, be reported in another con-

text ).

132
The self-consistent calculations of the binding energy for Sn

have been performed by Quentin *) and by Köhler ) with the effective

interaction proposed by Skyrme ). This was designed for Hartree-Fock

calculations of nuclei and consists basically of a two-body part which

is momentum dependent, and a zero-range three-body part. A simplified
9

form of this interaction ) containing only six parameters was fitted as

well as possible to the binding energies and radii of magic nuclei.

It has been suggested that this self-consistent calculation should

predict reliably the characteristic features of nuclei far off the

stability valley ).

132
The mass excess for Sn is converted to binding energy by the

equation

B(Z,N) - Z-MEU + N-MEn - ME,7 M.n n \CtN)

where MEU and ME are the mass excesses for thj> hydrogen atom
n n

and the neutron1^), respectively. In Table 4 it is compared to HF calcu-

lations '" *") using different sets of parameters of the Skyrme inter-
2»4

action ). Included in the table are also calculations for other magic

nuclei. For the doubly-magic nuclide Sn» which is a very important

check-point on the validity of the approach» we find that the predictions

are about 3 MeV off for the parameter sets denoted SIII. SKa and SKb.

Preliminary calculations with the sets SII . SIV, SV, and SVI ) give

still larger deviations ). This means a grave failure of the HF-cal-
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Table 3

Experimental mass excesses and differences (AMQ) between these

and theoretical predictions

Nuclide Mass excess AM (MeV)

132Te -85.200±0.005a 0.01 -0.78 -0.8 -0.09 -0.53±0.44 -0.11

132Sb -79.67 ±0.07 -0.23 -1.18 -1.3 -0.84 -0.94+0.63 -0.66

1j2Sn -76.59 ±0.08 -0.31 -1.88 -1.6 -1.13 -1.10+0.86 -0.90

a) Ref. 1 8 a), (Wapstra-Bos, 1975)

b) Ref. 1 8 b). (Myers. 1974)

c) Ref. 1 8 c), (Groote-Hilf-Takahashi, 1975)

d) Ref. 1 8 d). (Seeger-Howard. 1974)

e) Ref. 1 8 e), (Liran-Zeldes. 1975)
1 Of

f) Ref. ), (Comay-Kelson. 1975)
g) Ref.19). (Garvey et al., 1969)

Table 4

Experimental total binding energies and differences (AB )

between experimentel and calculated values ' ' ' )

Nuclide Binding energy AB (MeV)
(MeV) ?

SIII SKa _ SKb

132Sn 1102.93+0.08 -2.89 -2.41 -3.78

1 60 127.62 0.59
40

HUCa 342.06 -0.18 0.11 0.11

A8Ca 416.01 2.20 0.98 1.29

56Ni 484.01 -0.37

208Pb 1636.49 0.12 -0.73 0.23
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c jlationSf and it puts serious doubts on the results of such calcula-

tions with respect to the properties of superheavy elements. Calcu-

lations using the SI11 set of parameters indicate that SHE should

not exist in nature ) and also give pessimistic predictions for ths

artificial production of SHE. We would like to point out that an

error of the same order as found for Sn might easily upset the
298conclusions. For example» if the Q of 114 is lowered by 3 MeV

' 6 27the * half-life will change from 2 sec to 3x10 years )
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